COVID-19 has raised many questions and concerns for graduate students. In such uncertain times, one thing you shouldn’t need to worry about is figuring out who to contact to answer your questions. Below you’ll find a list of individuals (and how to contact them) based on our many roles as students, researchers, and instructors.

Who to contact if you have questions about the mental health supports offered by the GC:
- Student Counseling Services, Wellness Center
  - Nicole Benedicto Elden (Director), nelden@gc.cuny.edu
  - http://cuny.is/wellnesscenter

- Additional Resources
  - New York State Office of Mental Health (OMH) emotional support line, which is staffed with volunteer therapists and is free for all
    - https://omh.ny.gov/omhweb/covid-19-resources.html

Who to contact if you have questions about completing your milestones, your status at the GC, and/or your funding package:
- Training Area Head
  - Basic and Applied Social Psychology (BASP)
    - Demis Glasford, dglasford@jjay.cuny.edu
  - Behavioral and Cognitive Neuroscience (BCN)
    - Tony Ro, tro@gc.cuny.edu
  - Clinical @ John Jay
    - Phil Yanos, pyanos@jjay.cuny.edu
  - Clinical @ Queens
    - Joel Sneed, joel.sneed@qc.cuny.edu
  - Cognitive and Comparative Psychology (CCP)
    - Andrew Delamater, andrewd@brooklyn.cuny.edu
  - Critical Social/Personality and Environmental Psychology (CS/PEP)
    - Brett Stoudt, bstoudt@gc.cuny.edu
  - Developmental Psychology
    - Anna Stetsenko, astetsenko@gc.cuny.edu
  - Health Psychology and Clinical Science (HPCS)
    - Tracey Revenson, trevenson@gc.cuny.edu
    - Evelyn Behar, eb2290@hunter.cuny.edu
  - Industrial and Organizational Psychology (I/O)
    - Charles Scherbaum, charles.scherbaum@baruch.cuny.edu
  - Psychology and Law
    - Mark Fondacaro, mfondacaro@jjay.cuny.edu

- Executive Officer
  - Rich Bodnar, rbodnar@gc.cuny.edu

Who to contact if you have questions/concerns in the classes that you’re taking:
- The Psychology Ombudsperson (for confidential matters)
  - Martin Ruck, mruck@gc.cuny.edu
- The GC Ombuds Officer
  o Professor Emeritus Martin Gitterman, mgitterman@gc.cuny.edu
  o ombuds@gc.cuny.edu

- Training Area Head (previously listed)

Who to contact if you have questions/concerns about the classes you’re teaching:
- Psychology Department Chair on your campus
  o Baruch
    ▪ Jennifer Mangels, Jennifer.mangels@baruch.cuny.edu
  o Brooklyn
    ▪ Glen Hass, ghass@brooklyn.cuny.edu
  o City College
    ▪ Robert Malera, rmalera@ccny.cuny.edu
  o College of Staten Island
    ▪ Katie Cumiskey, katie.cumiskey@csi.cuny.edu
  o Hunter
    ▪ Christopher Braun, cbraun@hunter.cuny.edu
  o John Jay
    ▪ Angela Crossman, acrossman@gc.cuny.edu
  o Queens
    ▪ Jeff Beeler, jeff.beeler@qc.cuny.edu
- The Teaching and Learning Center (at the GC) – if your questions revolve around the technological or instructional aspects of teaching
  o Luke Waltzer (Director), lwaltzer@gc.cuny.edu
  o tlc@gc.cuny.edu

If you get sick, these are the steps you should take...

As an instructor/TA:
1. Contact the chair of your department
2. Assess the extent to which your lesson/materials are prepped for future classes

As a student:
1. Contact the instructor
2. Contact Matthew Schoengood (mschoengood@gc.cuny.edu) from Student Affairs and provide the following information:
   - Name and Graduate Center affiliation
   - Current symptoms and date they appeared
   - Date and location you were last on campus
   - How you believe you may have been infected
3. If the instructor does not adjust expectations appropriately, contact the Training Area Head, ombudsperson, or Psychology Executive Officer

As a researcher:
1. Contact your advisor
2. Shift responsibilities to RAs
If you’re experiencing symptoms (including cough and fever), stay home and care for yourself. Call your doctor if the symptoms persist. Currently, the CDC recommends seeking medical attention if you develop emergency warning signs such as:

- Trouble breathing
- Persistent pain or pressure in the chest
- New confusion or inability to arouse
- Bluish lips or face